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DFW-DSM-PP Structure Interface Load Transfer and 
DSM Stiffness Requirements 

Abstract

This report presents analysis results of the ITER diagnostic first walls (DFW), diagnostic shield 
module (DSM) and the port plug structure interface load transfer and the DSM stiffness 
requirement study. The main goal of this study is to provide a complete mechanical interface 
requirement document and guideline for the DSM designer. This includes DFW to DSM 
interface loads and DSM to the PP structure mechanical boundary requirements for the DFWs 
and the PP structure to meet the SDC-IC design rules for ITER IVCs. The study also provides 
a feasible DSM configuration based on the design margins and required DSM stiffness for the 
interface load transfer. This includes not only load transfer from DFW to DSM, but also load 
transfer from DSM to the PP structure. The results of this study include 1) a six-point design 
guideline recommended for the DSM design considering EM load transfer among DFW-DSM-
PP structure, DFW-DSM interface stiffness and the net current flowing through the DFW tabs 
2) a 10 cm-thick plate DSM configuration that meets the six-point DSM design guideline 3) EM 
load limits on the DFW and PP structure for any customized DSM design configuration 4) 
Limits on the deflection and rotation of an individual upper and equatorial DFW under EM 
load, EM and thermal loads for any customized DSM design configuration 5) DFW-DSM 
interface stiffness matrix that defines the displacement, rotation, reaction force and moment at 
the 3 upper/equatorial DFW tabs for a baseline DSM design. The results also include 6) DSM-
PP structure reaction loads at the front and rear support bearing pads. To have a balanced 
load transfer between DSM and PP structure, the 10 cm thick plate DSM without rear plate is 
recommended. This report documents the analysis results. Super-elements of the equatorial 
and upper DFWs have been developed as a result of the substructure analysis and they will 
be delivered to IO for the DSM designers.       

Results of the EM and structural analysis show that 10 cm thickness around the front and 4 
sides of the front half of the DSM is recommended to 1) prevent any significant increase of EM 
loads on the DFWs and the PP structure as described in the DFW and PP structure load 
specifications (LDEJJT v1.2)(L9LTV7 v1.2)(4KU67T v2.3) 2) ensure a sufficient DSM 
stiffness at DFW-DSM tab interface and DSM-PP structure bearing pads to prevent significant 
increase of tab and pad stresses, joint bolt loads and the max deflection of the DFW-DSM-PP 
assembly. It is also recommended that diagnostic cuts on the front DSM shall be at least 3-5 
cm away from the DFW tabs. The DSM side plate thickness shall be no less than 5 cm to 
prevent EM load concentration and to prevent any large deflection and buckling of the side 
plate that will impact the structure integrity of DSM with diagnostic components attached. 

Additional EM and structural analysis is required for particular DSMs that will not be able to 
meet the requirements described in this document.  

https://user.iter.org/?uid=LDEJJT
https://user.iter.org/?uid=LDEJJT
https://user.iter.org/?uid=LDEJJT
https://user.iter.org/?uid=L9LTV7&version=v1.2
https://user.iter.org/?uid=L9LTV7&version=v1.2
https://user.iter.org/?uid=L9LTV7&version=v1.2
https://user.iter.org/?uid=4KU67T&version=v2.3
https://user.iter.org/?uid=4KU67T&version=v2.3
https://user.iter.org/?uid=4KU67T&version=v2.3
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1 Introduction

ITER diagnostic first wall (DFW) is designed to provide plasma shielding while allowing access 
to plasma diagnostics. The DFW is mounted directly onto the diagnostic shielding module 
(DSM) via bolt joint connection. The EM loads during plasma disruptions or VDEs and thermal 
loads from neutronic and volumetric heating during normal operations are the DFW design 
drivers. The EM loads of DFWs are transferred via bolted joint to the DSM, and eventually to 
the PP structure via a complex DSM fixture system involving transverse load bearing pads, 
supporting rails, axial locking keys, vertical pins and shoulder bolts for vertical gravity support.     

The main goal of this study is to provide an interface document of the DFW to DSM and DSM 
to the PP structure mechanical boundary requirements for an optimized upper and equatorial 
DFW tabs. The study will also provide guidance for equatorial and upper DSM design and a 
feasible DSM configuration based on the stress design margins and required DSM stiffness 
for interface load transfer. This includes EM load transfer from DFW to DSM, as well as load 
transfer from DSM to the PP structure. This report summarizes the analysis results of this 
study. Results include 1) a six-point design guideline recommended for the DSM design 
considering EM load transfer among DFW-DSM-PP structure, DFW-DSM interface stiffness 
and the net current flowing through the DFW tabs 2) a 10 cm-thick plate DSM configuration 
that meets the six-point DSM design guideline 3) EM load limits on the DFW and PP structure 
for any customized DSM design configuration 4) Limits on the deflection and rotation of an 
individual upper and equatorial DFW under EM load, EM and thermal loads for any 
customized DSM design configuration 5) DFW-DSM interface stiffness matrix that defines the 
displacement, rotation, reaction force and moment at the 3 upper/equatorial DFW tabs for a 
baseline DSM design. The results also include 6) DSM-PP structure reaction loads at the front 
and rear support bearing pads. To have a balanced load transfer between DSM and PP 
structure, the 10 cm thick plate DSM without rear plate is recommended.

The design of the plasma-facing DFWs is mainly driven by the max tab stress under EM loads 
during disruptions and the thermal fatigue strain range on the first wall panel under volumetric 
and surface heating during normal operation. Since the primary stress on DFW tabs due to 
EM loads is the design driver for DFW to DSM interface load transfer, we mainly focus in this 
study on three important issues directly related to the DFW and DSM interface
 

1) Variation of EM loads (distribution) with varying DSM configuration  
2) DSM stiffness (moment of inertia) requirements for structure support of DFWs
3) Dynamic amplification factor (on deflection as well as reaction loads at tab and pad 

interfaces) during disruptions 

Since the DFW is mounted directly onto the DSM without physical interface with the generic 
PP structure, the DSM stiffness will impact load transfer of the DFW-DSM assembly to the PP 
structure at the supporting rails. In this study, the interface boundary condition between DSM 
and the PP structure is modeled as 

1) Frictional contact between the side bearing pads (bonded to DSMs) and the supporting 
rails on the PP structure  

2) Frictional contact between the lower vertical bearing pads (bonded to DSMs) and the 
PP structure bottom plate

3) Joint contact between the rear lower vertical locking shoulder bolts and the DSM
4) Frictional contact between axial locking keys (bonded on PP structure) and DSM

For details of the DSM to PP mechanical connection, see the EPP DDD (ITER_D_3U8JU7) 
and UPP DDD (ITER_D_33D8FB).   

https://user.iter.org/?uid=PKNCTC&version=v1.0
https://user.iter.org/?uid=PKNCTC&version=v1.0
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Thermal fatigue analysis of the first wall under surface and volumetric heating during normal 
operation will be documented in a separate report.
The basic EM load requirements for the equatorial and upper DFWs as shown in Figure 1.1 
include

1) EM loads on a single EDFW shall be limited to radial moment (-1,120) kNm, toroidal 
moment (-20, 20) kNm and poloidal moment (-80, 80) kNm; radial force (-20, 5) kN, 
toroidal force (-15, 15) kN and poloidal force (-20, 15) kN. The moments are taken with 
respect to the mass center of DFWs.

2)  EM loads on the EPP structure shall be limited to radial moment (-1, 1250) kNm, 
toroidal moment (-5, 200) kNm and poloidal moment (-100, 5) kNm; radial force (-50, 
5) kN, toroidal force (-5, 80) kN and poloidal force (-5, 90) kN. The moments are taken 
with respect to the center of the back flange. 

3) EM loads on the full EPP structure shall be limited to that given in the EPP load 
specification (ITER_D_L9LTV7 v1.2).  

The basic load requirements for the upper DFW include

1) EM loads on a single UDFW shall be limited to radial moment (-25, 115) kNm, toroidal 
moment (-10, 20) kNm and poloidal moment (-15, 135) kNm; radial force (-20, 50) kN, 
toroidal force (-25, 1) kN and poloidal force (-40, 60) kN. The moments are taken with 
respect to the mass center of DFWs.

2)  EM loads on the UPP structure shall be limited to radial moment (-80, 200) kNm, 
toroidal moment (-5, 40) kNm and poloidal moment (-10, 120) kNm; radial force (-5, 
40) kN, toroidal force (-15, 10) kN and poloidal force (-5, 20) kN. The moments are 
taken with respect to the center of the back flange. 

3) EM loads on the full UPP structure shall be limited to that given in the UPP load 
specification (ITER_D_4KU67T v2.3).  
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Figure 1.1: Envelop of EM Loads on upper and equatorial DFWs 

The EM loads given above are the maximum loads allowed on the individual DFW component 
at any given time during the plasma disruptions or VDEs. The DSM designer shall ensure that 

https://user.iter.org/?uid=L9LTV7&version=v1.2
https://user.iter.org/?uid=L9LTV7&version=v1.2
https://user.iter.org/?uid=L9LTV7&version=v1.2
https://user.iter.org/?uid=4KU67T&version=v2.3
https://user.iter.org/?uid=4KU67T&version=v2.3
https://user.iter.org/?uid=4KU67T&version=v2.3
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their DSM configuration will not induce much higher EM load components on the DFWs during 
plasma disruptions or VDEs. 

Table 1.1 Maximum EM loads allowed on the equatorial and upper DFWs and the PP 
structure

Fr (kN) Ft (kN) Fz (kN) Tr (kNm) Tt (kNm) Tz (kNm)
EDFW min -20 -15 -20 -1 -20 -80

max 5 15 15 120 20 80

UDFW min -20 -25 -40 -25 -10 -15
max 50 1 60 115 20 135

EPP struct min -50 -5 -5 -1 -5 -100
max 5 80 90 1250 200 5

UPP struct min -5 -15 -5 -80 -5 -10
max 40 10 20 200 40 120

The basic recommendations for DSM stiffness required for the full port plug assembly include

1) 10 cm thickness all around the DFW-DSM interface (4 sides plus front with customized 
diagnostic cuts such as 30 cm by 40 cm shown in Figure 2-14a) 

2) Minimum of 5 cm thickness of DSM side plates to avoid any buckling mode and large 
deflection of any diagnostic components attached to the DSM side plate 

3) Diagnostic cuts shall be 3-5 cm away from the DFW tabs to avoid high tab stress issue 
4) Symmetric DSM configuration (at least for the front half of DSM) to avoid unbalanced 

EM load distribution with any significantly increased tab stress (see Figure 2.13). Net 
current flowing through one individual DFW tab is limited to 70 kA for the equatorial 
DFW and 60 kA for the upper port DFW. 

5) The maximum deflection and rotation under EM loads on an individual DFW with any 
customized DSM (different from above described baseline) shall not exceed 15% of 
that listed in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2  Maximum deflecton and rotation of an individual equatorial DFW under EM 
loads for the baseline DSM with 10 cm thickness all around   

EDFW DX DY DZ Total 
Displacement (mm) 0.88 1.98 1.88 2.52
Rotation (degree) 0.14 0.11 0.11 0.21

6) The customized DSM configuration shall not significantly alter the DSM to PP structure 
reaction load transfer path. EM loads transferred in the front 4 bearing pads per DFW-
DSM cassette assembly to the PP structure shall be no less than 80% of the load 
transferred in the rear 4 bearing pads per DFW-DSM cassette assembly.  

The first requirement is to prevent any significant EM load increase on the DFWs (i.e., 125 
kNm radial moment per EDFW and 135 kNm poloidal moment per UDFW) and the PP 
structure (i.e., 1.25 MNm radial moment on EPP structure). It is also to ensure a sufficient 
torsional stiffness of DSM under the disruption loads. In addition, this requirement will ensure 
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tab bolt engagement length and depth. The front section of the DSM with diagnostic cuts is 
also important to enhance its stiffness and thus reduce the tab stress and the maximum DFW 
deflection. 

The second requirement is to limit the max deflection and thus inertia loads for any diagnostic 
components attached to the DSM side plate during disruptions and seismic loads to limit 
dynamic effects. The third requirement is also to limit the max tab stress and the DFW-DSM 
distortion. The forth requirement is to limit the level of un-even distribution of EM loads for tabs 
to avoid significant load increase onto one particular tab with varying DSM configuration 
(Figures 2-16, 2-17).

Our study shows that it is important to maintain symmetry of the DSM configuration (at least 
for the front half of the DSM). Un-symmetric DSM will introduce unbalanced, non-uniform 
distribution of eddy current flowing through the DFW tabs, as a result, the attachment bolt joint 
and bolt stress can exceed the stress limit. Un-symmetric DSM will also significantly alter the 
distribution of the EM load transfer between the DSM and the PP structure. For example, 
removal of a side DSM plate will shift the reaction loads from the front pair of the aluminium 
bearing pads to the rear pair of the load bearing pads. This will increase deflection and 
torsional deformation of the DSM and the diagnostics attached to it.  

The fifth requirement is to ensure that any customized DSM configuration will not significantly 
alter the relative deflection and rotation of an individual generic DFW. The comparison showed 
in Figures 4-9b and 4-9c suggests that removal of DSM side/front/rear plate will significantly 
increase the net deflection and rotation (distortion) of the DFW, which will impact the tab 
stress and shall be limited.  

The last requirement is to limit the distribution of EM load transferred from the DFW-DSM 
assembly to the PP structure at the bearing pads to avoid unbalanced EM load transfer. 

The dynamic amplification factor is extracted based on the transient analysis NATEC has 
performed (ITER_D_MU7RPP v1.0) as well as the mode superposition analysis we have 
performed. Our mode analysis results indicated that some higher order modes (i.e., radial 
twisting mode) in the frequency range of 80-100 Hz are expected to participate significantly in 
the dynamic response of the DFW-DSM integrated in the PP structure. Instead of a full 
transient analysis, mode superposition of these important mode shapes will calculate more 
efficiently the structure dynamic response. Mode superposition analysis based on fully bonded 
contact between DSM and the PP, however, may overestimate system stiffness and thus may 
not accurately capture the full dynamic behavior of the DFW-DSM-PP assembly. Therefore, a 
comparison of analysis with realistic boundary condition between DSM and PP structure as 
described on page 3 of the introduction and the fully bonded contact shall be performed to 
quantify the reliability and accuracy of any simplified analysis.  

Full transient dynamic analysis of the port plug structure assembly indicated that the dynamic 
amplification factor for the equatorial and the upper port structures is around 1.5 
(ITER_D_MU7RPP v1.0). A 1.2 uncertainty factor is also applied taking into account load 
uncertainty) to give a 1.8 scaling factor for the EM loads in the equivalent static analysis. The 
structural results in our equivalent static analysis include a 1.8 scaling factor on the EM loads.      

The DFW tabs are designed and optimized with respect to the full loads on the generic DFW 
with an acceptable baseline DSM with 10 cm thickness on the front and all 4 sides. 

Thermal condition of 150 C at the interface of DFW tab and DSM shall be maintained for both 
upper and the equatorial DFW tabs. Proper cooling of the DSM at the tab interface to ensure 
the 150 C interface thermal condition is required. 

https://user.iter.org/?uid=MU7RPP
https://user.iter.org/?uid=MU7RPP
https://user.iter.org/?uid=MU7RPP
https://user.iter.org/?uid=MU7RPP
https://user.iter.org/?uid=MU7RPP
https://user.iter.org/?uid=MU7RPP
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If the DSM design falls into the recommended configuration, no additional analysis is needed. 
If it cannot meet the above listed requirements, additional analysis is required to validate the 
load distribution and the stiffness for load transfer at the DFW-DSM attachment and the DSM-
PP structure interface.  

1.1 Principle of Analysis 

The first step of the parametric study is to determine the minimum front thickness requirement 
of a generic DSM in terms of EM load distribution and interface stiffness. Then we investigate 
a critical aperture size on the DSM front face which will not significantly change the EM load 
distributions on the DFW and DSM. With apertures/diagnostic cuts larger than the critical size 
on front surface of DSM, the front shielding thickness shall be increased accordingly (>10 cm) 
to maintain the same level of EM load and a close to symmetric and uniform load distribution 
on the DFWs and the tabs.

Once an acceptable generic DSM configuration for maintaining the same level of EM load 
distribution is determined, we will then perform the mechanical analysis to understand the 
impact of DSM stiffness to the DFW tab stress and deflection. This includes 3 static structural 
runs with the favorable DSM configurations to evaluate the tab stress design margins based 
on a load dynamic amplification scaling factor of 1.5 (ITER_D_MU7RPP v1.0) with a 1.2 
uncertainty factor. The result of the static analysis is the DSM stiffness (moment of inertia) 
needed for the optimized tabs to be within the design limits. The primary impact on the tabs 
linearized stress is from EM loads. We will need to ensure tab primary stress is within the limit 
for defining DSM stiffness requirements.  Stress due to thermal loads on the tabs is secondary 
but temperature distribution on tabs has a significant impact on the stress allowable.   Since 
the tabs are not actively cooled, 150 degree C of temperature shall be maintained for DSM at 
the DFW-DSM tab interface.

The 1.8 load scaling factor (1.5 DAF and 1.2 uncertainty factor) is validated from the transient 
structural analysis NATEC has performed or a more efficient mode superposition analysis we 
were performing at PPPL.  Please note that the DAF for the tab reaction loads may be higher 
than that for the DFW deflections. The DAF for tab reaction loads can be the most relevant 
parameters to define the DSM stiffness requirements but DAF based on displacement for the 
full PP structure cannot be neglected. The DSM designer shall ensure that net reaction loads 
on the three EDFW/UDFW tabs at the DFW-DSM interface shall not exceed 1.8 times of the 
EM load envelop described in Table 1.1.

Substructure analysis is performed to extract stiffness matrix and load vector of the DFW and 
the PP structure so a global model can be assembled with varying DSM configuration. The 
super-element for the DFW, generic DSM and the PP structure can be provided for the DA 
DSM designer. Proper definition of interface boundary condition used for DSM design analysis 
is critical to the use of super-element for the DFW-DSM-PP assembly substructure analysis. In 
general, bonded contact between DFW-DSM interface will result in overestimate of interface 
stiffness and thus may underestimate tab stress but as long as DSM configuration meets the 
requirement described and recommended in the document, no need for the DSM designer to 
reevaluate the DFW tab stress so it is still acceptable to use the super-element we developed 
for the DFW and the PP structure so DSM designer can focus on the analysis of DSM 
structure and its in-house diagnostics. If the specific DSM cannot meet the requirements, 
more careful analysis is needed for the validation of DFW and PP structure. 

Finally, mode analysis is performed to extract EPP and UPP structure mode shapes and 
natural frequencies. The frequencies are used to evaluate if the DSM stiffness change will 
significantly alter the fundamental frequency of the DFW-DSM-PP assembly. This is important 
to determine and validate the 1.5 DAF that was used for static equivalent analysis. If system 
fundamental frequency is < 30 Hz due to flexibility of DSM, a full transient analysis is needed 

https://user.iter.org/?uid=MU7RPP
https://user.iter.org/?uid=MU7RPP
https://user.iter.org/?uid=MU7RPP
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to extract the new system DAF. The frequencies are also used to guide the selection of 
accelerations during seismic loads or VV VDE EM loads at the VV and the port joint interface. 

1.2 Design Requirements 

The structural design of ITER in-vessel components such as the diagnostic first wall, 
shield/blanket, divertor and the diagnostic components located inside of vacuum vessel should 
follow the Structural Design Criteria for ITER In-vessel Components (SDC-IC). The DFW 
design requirements are described in the DDD – Diagnostic First Wall (ITER_D_LWBPC8) 
and the Load Specification (ITER_D_MPLQTV) 

1. Structural Design Criteria for ITER In-Vessel Components (SDC-IC)
2. SDC-IC Appendix A. ITER_D_222RLN (material data based)

Table 1.2-1 Design Criteria and DFW Classifications

DFW Classifications (ITER_D M3XKDZ)

Loading Category
Category Conditions 

(Damage Limits)
SDC-IC/RCC-MR 

Criteria Level
I - Operational Loading Normal A
II - Likely Loading Upset A
III - Unlikely Loading Emergency C
IV - Extremely Unlikely Loading Faulted D

Level A criteria shall be met for both normal and upset category conditions (ITER_D 222RHC)    

• Non-SIC 
• SC 2 
• VQC 1A for 

components form 
primary boundary

• VQC 1B for 
attachment tabs

• RH 2
• Non-ESPN

We focus in this study the stress due to EM loads during disruptions and VDEs since these 
loads are the primary design driver for the DFW, DSM and the PP structure. Proper interface 
load transfer among DFW-DSM-PP structure and their relative stiffness, as well as 
optimization of attachment scheme are important to ensure structure integrity of the full PP 
structure assembly. The stress limit on the first wall panel is not a problem since primary 
stress due to EM loads is very small (<1 MPa during normal operation) and pressure stress is 
not thermally cycled. Therefore, according to the Bree diagram, the secondary thermal stress 
can be much higher than 3Sm limit.

1.3 Tools and Material Properties

ANSYS MAXWELL and Cobham OPERA are used for the electromagnetic analysis. CFX is 
used for the thermal fluid CFD calculation with fluid structural interactions.  Temperature 
distribution was extracted and imported into ANSYS Classic with APDL command and 

https://user.iter.org/?uid=LWBPC8
https://user.iter.org/?uid=MPLQTV
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mapped onto ANSYS Workbench. ANSYS Workbench 15.0 is used for static thermal fatigue 
analysis of the DFW.
  
Material models used for static structural analysis are from the standard Engineering Data 
library within ANSYS Workbench. ITER steel 316L(N)-IG is used for all structural components 
such as first wall panel and the DFW main body.  The bilinear kinematic hardening model with 
yield strength of 150 MPa and tangent modulus of 10 GPa were used based on SDC-IC 
appendix A (ITER material database). 

Elastic analysis is used for M-type damage evaluation such as tab stress but elasto-plastic 
analysis is used for the C-type damage evaluation such as thermal strain range on the first 
wall panel, which will be addressed in a separate document.

2 EM Results

Electromagnetic analysis was performed to study variation of EM load distribution for varying 
DSM configurations. An acceptable DSM was defined based on the minimum weight and the 
minimum perturbation of EM loads induced on DFW and the PP structure during disruptions or 
VDEs as given in the load specification of the DFW (ITER_D_MPLQTV v1.0) and load 
specification of the equatorial and upper PP structures (ITER_D_L9LTV7 v1.2) 
(ITER_D_4KU67T v2.3). The acceptable DSM defined as 10 cm thickness plate all around 
the front part of DSM is then used in the DFW-DSM-PP structure assembly for detailed 
mechanical analysis.  Figure 2-0 presents the global EM models used for this study.

Global EM Models

20 degree sector of ITER VV, magnet coils and PP structures  

MAXWELL 

EPP 
UPP 

Z poloidal Z

X radial 

• Current drivers
– Plasma secondary excitation
– DINA 2010 data – MDDWEXP16 for EPP

• ITER sign and direction convention
– Plasma current and TF are clockwise (-)
– Most CS coils are counterclockwise (+)

Figure 2-0: Global Maxwell EM models for the equatorial and upper PP DFW-DSM-PP structure

Figure 2-1 presents the EM load envelop on the GEPP DSM with 10 cm thickness as the 
baseline DSM. Figures 2-2a and 2-2b present envelops of EM loads on GEPP DFWs during 
MDDWEXP16 for the previous curved DFWs and present flat DFWs. All EM loads on the 
figures of following sections are then for the flat DFWs. MDDWEXP16 is the worst DINA case 
for equatorial port and VDEUPLIN36 is the worst DINA case for upper PP structure. The 
results show that max EM loads on EDFW are reduced due to the change of DFW and DSM 

https://user.iter.org/?uid=MPLQTV
https://user.iter.org/?uid=MPLQTV
https://user.iter.org/?uid=MPLQTV
https://user.iter.org/?uid=L9LTV7&version=v1.2
https://user.iter.org/?uid=L9LTV7&version=v1.2
https://user.iter.org/?uid=L9LTV7&version=v1.2
https://user.iter.org/?uid=4KU67T&version=v2.3
https://user.iter.org/?uid=4KU67T&version=v2.3
https://user.iter.org/?uid=4KU67T&version=v2.3
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configuration. Results also show uniform EM load distributions on the flat DFWs – very much 
the same EM loads for all six DFWs, except opposite polarity in poloidal moment for the upper 
and lower DFWs (Figure 2-7).

Figure 2-1: Disruption loads (kN/kNm) on GEPP DSMs during MDDWEXP16 (10 cm thick plate DSM)
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Figure 2-2a: Disruption Loads on previous curved GEPP DFWs during MDDWEXP16 (IO Baseline DSM)
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Figure 2-2b: Disruption loads on new flat GEPP DFWs during MDDWEXP16 (10 cm thick plate DSM)

Figure 2-3 presents the EM forces and moments on the full GEPP structure during 
MDDWEXP16 worst DINA case for the flat DFWs with 10 cm thick plate EDSM as an 
acceptable EDSM configuration.  Figures 2-4a and 2-4b present the EM forces and moments 
on the GEPP 10 cm thick plate DSM. Figures 2-5 and 2-6 present the EM forces and 
moments on the full GUPP structure during VDEUPLIN36 (worst DINA case for UPP) with an 
acceptable UDSM configuration.

Figures 2-7 presents the EM forces and moments on the equatorial DFWs during the 
MDDWEXP16 DINA case. The flat DFWs have uniform EM loads compare to previous curved 
DFWs. Compare to IO base line DSM with 385 mm front thickness, the EM radial force 
changed significantly even through there is little chance in the dominant radial moment (see 
Figure 2.12). This significant change in radial moment is mainly a result of DSM configuration 
change.  
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Figure 2-3: EM forces (left) and moments (right) on the full GEPP structure during MDDWEXP16
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Figure 2-4a: EM forces on GEPP DSMs during MDDWEXP16; poloidal force is dominant for side DSMs 
but radial force is dominant for the central DSM. Forces on side DSM are an order of magnitude higher 

than that on the central DSM.

Figure 2-4b: EM moments on the generic equatorial DSMs during MDDWEXP16. Radial moment is 
dominant.
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Figure 2-5: EM forces on the full UPP structure during VDEUPLIN36 (10 cm thick plate DSM)

Figure 2-6: EM moments on the full UPP structure during VDEUPLIN36 (10 cm thick plate DSM)
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Figure 2-7: EM forces and moments on the equatorial DFWs during MDDWEXP16
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The net current flow through the DFW tabs is estimated to be 10 A/mm2 x 35 x185 = 65 kA. 
With the flat equatorial DFWs, the EM loads and current flowing through the tabs are more 
uniform compared to previous curved DFWs. Figures 2-8 presents the net current (65-70 kA) 
flows into the equatorial DFW tabs. A proper design of DSM shall prevent any significant 
increase of net current flowing through the DFW tabs. 

Net current flow 
side tabs        70 kA
top/bot tabs  68.6 kA

bottom tab

Current density
side tab

Figure 2-8: Net eddy currents flow on the equatorial DFW tabs during MDDWEXP16

51692 A

29928 A

31498 A

51681 A

30592 A

31901 A

Plate DSM 100 mm Front Data

 

Plate DSM Data

57143 A

56070 A

38072 A

56880 A

55270 A

38124 A

Figure 2-8: Net eddy currents flow on the upper DFW tabs (left, 10 cm plate DSM, eight, 10 cm plate DSM 
but without front plate showing significant increase of current flowing through the tabs) during 

VDEUPLIN36
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Figure 2-9: EM forces on the upper DFWs during VDEUPLIN36 (10 cm thick plate DSM)

Figures 2-9 and 2-10 present the EM forces and moments on the upper DFWs during the 
VDEUPLIN36 DINA case for the 10 cm thick plate DSM. 
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Plate DSM 100 mm Front Model

Figure 2-10: EM moments on the upper DFWs during VDEUPLIN36

2.1 EM Loads with varying DSMs

The DSM design configuration can have a significant impact to the EM load distribution on the 
full PP structure. The goal of this parametric study is to develop a generic DSM that meets the 
DFW-DSM-PP structure interface requirements. 
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Figure 2-11 presents the IO baseline DSM with max front thickness derived based on weight 
limit; and a DSM with 10 cm front thickness to maintain eddy current flow path with the least 
perturbation to the EM load distribution within the PP structure. 

Solid front 
DSM

Plate DSM
(10 cm all around front DSM)

Figure 2-11: IO baseline DSM with max front thickness (left) and a DSM with 10 cm front thickness (right)

Figures 2-12 and 2-13 show the EM forces and moments on the full PP structure for the IO 
baseline DSM and the plate DSM with 10 cm front thickness. The results show a significant 
variation of radial and toroidal forces on the full PP structure with varying front and side plate 
thickness of the DSM. The radial moment has a small change, but poloidal moment increases.       
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Figure 2-12: EM forces on full GEPP structure for IO baseline DSM (left) and 10 cm plate DSM (right)
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Figure 2-13: EM moments on full GEPP structure for IO baseline DSM (left) and 10 cm plate DSM (right)

Figure 2-14a is the 10 cm thick plate DSM with diagnostic cuts on various locations of DSM 
front faces. Figure 2-15 presents the eddy current distribution on the 10 cm thick plate DSM 
with and without diagnostic cuts.  The results indicate that diagnostic cuts of 30 cm by 40 cm 
and 15 cm by 30 cm have little impact on the DFW eddy current distribution. These cuts, 
however, will reduce front stiffness of the DSM for EM load transfer. Evaluation of tab stress 
shall be performed for any large apertures on the DSM.

Main observations include:

1. Front part of DSM thickness may significantly impact EM loads on the full PP structure 
(also shown in Figure 2-12)

2. 10 cm front of DSM is needed to prevent >10% increase of EM loads on the DFWs and 
the PP structure

3. Diagnostic cuts (30 cm by 40 cm) at various DSM locations have little impact on DFWs
4. The diagnostic cuts shall be 3-5 cm away from the DFW tabs. 

 
Figure 2-14a: DSM with diagnostic cuts (30 cm by 40 cm and 15 cm by 30 cm) on DSMs
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Figure 2-14b: Un-symmetric DSM with open side access for diagnostics (one side plate removed in 3 DSMs)

Analysis of various DSM configurations for the upper port has been performed to quantify its 
impact to the EM loads on the DFWs and the PP structure. Figure 2-14b is the 10 cm thick 
plate DSM with un-symmetric DSM configuration where one side of DSM plate was removed 
for easy diagnostic installation. Figure 2-16 presents DFW and DSM eddy current distribution. 

Figure 2-15: Eddy current distribution on DFWs for 10 cm thick plate DSM with and without diagnostic 
cuts (least perturbation to EM loads on DFWs) 
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Figure 2-16: Eddy current distribution on DFWs for 10 cm thick plate un-symmetry DSM with side open 
access; significant impact on DFW tabs (increased current flow in lower left DFW tabs) (half electricity 

conductivity is used for DSM with varying thickness)  
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Figure 2-17: Comparison of EM loads on DFWs for DSMs with 50% electric conductivity (left) and DSMs 
with 50% conductivity and open side access for diagnostics 

Figure 2-17 presents the comparison of EM loads on the DFWs for DSMs with 50% electric 
conductivity of SS and the one-side open in all three DSMs shown in Figure 2-14b with 50% 
conductivity. The results compared to Figure 2-2 show that

1. 10-15% increase in poloidal moments on the DFWs for DSMs with 50% conductivity
2. 10% reduction in radial moments on the DFWs but 30% increase in poloidal moments 

and a factor of 8 increase in the maximum radial forces on the DFWs for un-symmetric 
DSMs with one-side open access for diagnostics 

A significant increase of current flow through the DFW 3L tabs is observed mainly attributed to 
the blocked current flow path on the right side of each DSM forcing most of the global current 
transfer from DFW to DSM via the left bottom tab. The net current flowing through the tabs for 
the 10 cm thickness plate DSM as shown in Figure 2-15 is about 65 kA (10 A/mm2 x 35 x 185 
~ 65 kA); the net current flowing through the tabs for the un-symmetric DSM is over 100 kA 
(16 A/mm2 x 35 x 185 = 103 kA). The vertical force on the side tabs due to tab eddy current 
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alone is ~80 kN for the 10 cm thickness plate DSM but increased to 124 kN for the un-
symmetric DSM shown in Figure 2-16.

Net current 
flow through 
tab 

110 kA

Figure 2-18: Net current flows in DFW 3L side tab for 10 cm plate un-symmetry DSM with side open in all 
3 DSMs

Figure 2-19: Eddy current distribution on DSMs without front plate during MDDWEXP16. Local current 
concentration at DFW tabs introduce high stress and front plate is needed to reduce EM loads on tabs

Figure 2-19 presents eddy current distribution on the DSM without the front plate which is 
needed for maintaining EM loads on the DFWs. The eddy current on the DFW tab is 
significantly higher than the case of DSM with the needed front plate. EM loads on the DFW is 
>20% higher if front plate is removed.
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Figure 2-20 presents the various DSM configurations for upper port parametric study models. 
Table 2-1 gives a summary of EM loads on the DFWs for the DSM configurations. Results 
show that 10 cm thick plate DSM with front plate gives reduced EM loads compare to DSM 
without front plate. 

Plate DSM Model

Plate DSM 100 mm Front Model

Baseline DSM Model

Figure 2-20: DSM configurations for the upper DFWs; baseline DSM model (left), 10 cm thickness plate 
DSM model (right) and the 10 cm thickness DSM without front plate (bottom)

Baseline Data

31150 A

52476 A

31789 A

50877 A

31168 A

31494 A

 

Plate DSM Data

57143 A

56070 A

38072 A

56880 A

55270 A

38124 A

 

51692 A

29928 A

31498 A

51681 A

30592 A

31901 A

Plate DSM 100 mm Front Data

Figure 2-20a: Net current flows in upper DFW tabs for DSMs of baseline (left), 10 cm plate but no front 
plate (mid) and 10 cm plate DSM with front plate (right). Results show little change in tab current between 
10 cm plate DSM with front plate and the baseline solid DSM but a significant increase of net current 
flowing through the tabs if the front plate is removed.  
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Table 2.1 EM load summary on upper DFWs for various DSMs during VDEUPLIN36

Current density plots for the Baseline DSM.

Current density plots for the 100 mm front Plate DSM.

Figure 2-21: Eddy current density distribution for the UPP DFWs for various DSM configurations  
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3 Dynamic Load Amplifications

The latest dynamic load amplification factor for the equatorial and upper port plugs has been 
extracted from the full transient analysis (ITER_D_MU7RPP v1.0).  A DAF of 1.5 is found for 
the full equatorial PP structure. A full transient analysis of UPP structure we performed also 
indicated a close to 1.5 DAF for the full UPP structure. A 1.2 load uncertainty factor combined 
with the 1.5 DAF will give a scaling factor of 1.8 on the EM load to take into account the 
dynamic load amplification. 

4 Structural Results

The EM load from MAXELL and thermal loads from CFX were mapped onto the mechanical 
models so to perform the structural integrity analysis. Static structural analysis has been 
performed for DSMs that meet DFW design limits; the DSM configurations analyzed include a) 
IO baseline DSM with solid front and optimized DFW tabs b) DSM with 10 cm thickness all 
around front part of DSM (interface with DFW). The DFW tabs are optimized with respect to 
reduced stress under the combined loads.    

4.1 Static Structural

The static structural analysis has been performed after mapping the EM loads onto the 
structural model. Results from several studies are summarized in this section. 

1) Comparison of tab stress with varying DSM front stiffness
2) Impact of DSM side plate thickness 
3) Impact of mechanical boundary condition between DSM and PP structure to total DFW 

deflection   

The DSM front stiffness has a significant impact to the DFW tab stress and total deflection. 
Figure 4-1 shows comparison of DSMs with and without a front plate when the DFWs are 
loaded with a dominant radial moment of 125 kNm. 

Significant stress reduction (~50%) on DFW tabs for DSM with front plate (see next slides)
Only DFW loads (dominant radial moment) applied for result comparison of different DSMs  
Models with the same mesh density

DFW with a radial moment 
~125 kNm per DFW DSM with front plate DSM without front plate

Figure 4-1: Generic EDFW & DSM assembly under DFW EM loads (left); with front DSM plate (mid); 
without front plate DSM (right)

https://user.iter.org/?uid=MU7RPP
https://user.iter.org/?uid=MU7RPP
https://user.iter.org/?uid=MU7RPP
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Linearized stress (side tab) (DFW 125 kNm Mr) 
Primary Membrane  40.7 MPa
Membrane + Bending  78 MPa

Figure 4-2: GEPP DSM-DFW deflection and tab stress distribution (DSM with front plate)

Linearized stress (side tab) (125 kNm Mr) 
Membrane 80 MPa
Membrane + Bending  142 MPa

Figure 4-3: GEPP DFW-DSM deflection and tab stress distribution (DSM without front plate)
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Figures 4-2 and 4-3 showed that the linearized stress on DFW tabs has more than 50% 
reduction for a DSM with a front plate as compared to DSM without the front plate.

Figure 4-4 presents stress comparison for the upper DFW tabs with varying DSM front 
stiffness. The tab stress increases more than 20-30% for the DSM without the front plate.

Figure 4-5 presents the total deflection of GEPP DSM under the same EM disruption loads. A 
maximum total deflection of 3.7 mm on the DSM side plate (with a thickness smaller than 50 
mm) can be a potential concern for any diagnostics mounted onto the DSM side plate. Figure 

Figure 4-6 presents comparison of total deflection of GEPP structure with different constraint 
between DSM and PP structure (fully bonded constrain vs frictional constrain) under the same 
EM disruption loads.

It is recommended that the generic DSM shall have a symmetric configuration, at least for the 
front half of the DSM to minimized EM load perturbation to the DFW tabs, as well as load 
perturbation to the PP structure.

UPP DSM Stiffness

Plate DSM 100 mm Front DataBaseline solid DSM DSM without front plate
DSM with front plate

EM Load
EM Load

20% increase in tab membrane stress without front plate
31% increase in membrane + bend stress w/o front plate

Figure 4-4: Comparison of tab stress for various UPP DSMs 
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DSM - Left DSM - Middle DSM - Right

max deflection ~3.7 mm max deflection ~1.6 mm max deflection ~1.8 mm

Suggest increase of side plate thickness from 30 mm to 60 mm

Figure 4-5: Deflection of equatorial DSM under EM loads 

The stress and total deflection of DFWs and DSMs also depends strongly on the constraint 
boundary condition between DSM and the PP structure. The max deflection with realistic 
constraint between DSM and the PP structure is ~100% higher than that with fully bonded 
constraint boundary condition between DSM and the PP structure as shown in Figure 4-6. In 
the following analysis, the realistic boundary condition is used as described in the Introduction 
(first page) of this report.

If a particular DSM meets the interface requirement described earlier in this document, the 
DSM designer can still use the DFW and PP super-elements we developed to performed DSM 
design analysis and focus on DSM and its internal diagnostic components. If the DSM cannot 
meets the interface requirement, additional analysis with more realistic interface boundary 
condition will be performed to validate the DFW and PP structure following SDC-IC rules.

Figure 4-6: Comparison of total deflection of GEPP structure with different constraint between DSM and 
PP structure under the same EM loads; fully bonded constraint (left) vs more realistic frictional constraint 

described in the introduction (right)
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Figure 4-7: Comparison of total deflection of DFW (left) and DSM (right) under EM loads (with 1.8x 

scaling factor)

Figure 4-8: Stress distribution under EM loads on the equatorial DFW tabs for the 10-cm thickness plate 
DSM; side tabs react most of the EM loads compared to the top/bottom tab

Figure 4-7 presents total deflection of the DFW and DSM with realistic frictional constraint 
between DSM and the PP structure under EM disruption loads. The total deflection on DSM 
with a thicker side plate of 10 cm reduced significantly from 3.7 mm to 1.5 mm. This will 
minimize the dynamic impact to any diagnostic components mounted onto the DSM side plate. 
Figure 4-8 presents the stress distribution in the DFW tabs. The results show that stress in 
side tabs is much higher than that in the top and bottom tabs, implying side tabs react most of 
the dominant EM loads. The linearized stress in the DFW tabs is close to the design limit for 
660 SS, any further reduction of the DSM front stiffness will push the tab stress beyond the 
stress design limit and therefore should be prevented.  
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ux uy uz total
min 0.1 -0.7 -0.245 0
max 0.12 0.21 0.225 0.74

ux uy uz total
min -0.8 -2.43 -1.6 0.03
max 0.5 2.28 1.43 2.77

DFW relative displacement (mm) 

DFW absolute displacement (mm) 

 

infinitely stiff DSM 10 cm plate DSM
Primary membrane 183 231
Membrane + bending 244 319

Stress on DFW tabs (MPa)

Figure 4-9a: EDFW relative displacements and DFW tab stress with infinitely stiff DSM (left) and absolute 
displacements and tab stress with 10 cm thick plate DSM (right) (x- radial, y-toroidal and z-poloidal) under 

EM loads on the EPP

Figure 4-9a presents comparison of DFW deflection and tab stress for an infinitely stiff DSM 
and the 10 cm plate DSM. The results show that stress in side tabs is much higher in the plate 
DSM with a reduced stiffness at the DFW-DSM tab interface.

Figures 4-9b to 4-9c present the max DFW rotation and displacement for various DSM design 
configurations 

1. Baseline DSM with 10 cm thickness
2. DSM without right side plate
3. DSM without right side plate and front plate
4. DSM without right, front and back plate.

In this static DSM stiffness study, the same mapped EM loads are applied to DFW only to 
remove influence of EM load distribution on DSM so the comparison is focused on static 
stiffness of the DSM only.

Results of the static analysis of varying DSM stiffness show that no more than 20% increase 
in max displacement and rotation is allowed as compared with baseline DSM for the DSM 
design. Additional analysis is needed for DSM configuration that will not meet this requirement 
to verify that DFW and PP structure stress and deflection allowable is satisfied.
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Figure 4-9b: Comparison of maximum displacement (mm) on DFW for various DSM configurations with 
baseline the 10 cm thickness plate DSM. The same EM load on DFW is applied. Results show increasing 

DFW deflection for various DSM configurations

Figure 4-9c: Comparison of maximum DFW rotation (degree) for various DSM configurations. The same 
EM load on DFW is applied. Removal of DSM side/front/rear plates will significantly increase the relative 

maximum rotation of the DFW. Results show increasing rotation for various DSM configurations

Figures 4-10 to 4-11 present the mapped EM loads onto the upper DFW and stress and 
deflection under EM loads on the UDFWs. 
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Figure 4-10: UDFW deflection under EM loads on the UPP structure

Figure 4-11: UDFW tab stress under EM loads on the UPP structure

4.2 Mode Shape and Natural Frequency

Mode analysis has been performed to extract mode shapes and natural frequencies. The 
models for EPP and UPP mode analysis include the port, port extension and the port plug with 
fixed boundary condition at the joint interface between the VV and the port as shown in the 
following figure 4-12. The results are consistent with the EPP and UPP FDR analysis. Toroidal 
and poloidal fundamental frequencies are 30-35 Hz and radial frequency is ~70 Hz, a factor of 
2 higher than other translation mode frequency, this is consistent with GEPP FDR results. 
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Figure 4-12: Normal modes and fundamental frequencies of the DFWs in the EPP structure (radial 
frequency is a factor of 2 higher than other translation mode frequency. The results are consistent with 

EPP FDR results)

Table 4-1: Comparison of Modal Analysis Results
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MODE 

FREQ 
(Hz) 

PARTIC. 
FACTOR 

EFFECTIVE 
MASS 

MAX DISP. 
MODE 
SHAPE  

FDR 10cm PLATE  
MODEL 

X(RADIAL) 6 67.108 229.03 52454 0.0056 
Y(TOROIDAL) 1 33.803 209.84 44035 0.010 
Z(VERTICAL) 2 38.669 197.71 39090 0.0075 

PDR  BASE LINE 
MODEL 
(NATEC) 

      X(RADIAL) 7 68.791 232.13 53885 0.0055 
Y(TOROIDAL) 1 32.598 190.61 36332 0.0070 
Z(VERTICAL) 2 36.992 197.02 388154 0.0074 

Table 4-2: Comparison of EPP Modal Analysis Results under three DSM models

 

  
MODE 

FREQ 
(Hz) 

PARTIC. 
FACTOR 

EFFECTIVE 
MASS 

MAX DISP. 
MODE SHAPE 

 
X(RADIAL) 6 67.108 229.03 52454 0.01056 

10cm Plate model Y(TOROIDAL) 1 33.803 209.84 44035 0.01 

 
Z(VERTICAL) 2 38.669 197.71 39090 0.0075 

       Un-symmetric DSM X(RADIAL) 7 69.87 230.91 53320 0.006 
with open side access  Y(TOROIDAL) 1 35.52 197.25 39910 0.011 

 
Z(VERTICAL) 2 40.89 182.99 33484 0.0083 

       Un-symmetric DSM X(RADIAL) 8 70.85 229.98 52890 0.006 
with open side  access  Y(TOROIDAL) 1 36.11 194.00 37647 0.011 
Wihout front plate Z(VERTICAL) 2 41.15 178.92 32011 0.0086 

Table 4-3: Comparison of EPP Modal Analysis Results under three DSM models

  

MODE FREQ
(Hz) 

PARTIC. 
FACTOR 

EFFECTIVE MASS 

10cm Plate model ROTX 8 80 203.17 41298 

 
ROTY 2 38.7 1850.2 342309 

 
ROTZ 1 33.8 2006.2 402485 

      Un-symmetric DSM ROTX 9 86.07 155.04 24036 
with open side access  ROTY 2 40.89 1697.4 288119 

 
ROTZ 1 35.52 1881.8 354100 

Un-symmetric DSM ROTX 9 82.62 140.25 19669 
with open side access ROTY 2 41.15 1671.2 279296 
without front plate ROTZ 1 36.11 1961.3 346429 
 

Table 4-4: Comparison of max displacement mode shape of three DSM models
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X (Radial) Y(Toidal ) Z(Vertical ) RotX RotY RotZ 
10cm Plate model 0.0057 0.0066 0.007 0.0077 0.007 0.0066 
Un-symmetric DSM 

      with open side access  0.0061 0.007 0.0083 0.0074 0.0083 0.007 
Un-symmetric DSM 

      with open side access  0.0057 0.0079 0.008 0.0094 0.008 0.0079 
wihout front plate 

      

Figure 4-13: Normal mode shape of three rotation modes for three DSM models (left: 10 cm thick baseline 
DSM, mid:  DSM without side plate, right: DSM without front and side plates). Results showing 

significantly different rotation modes for the various DSMs but small change in the fundamental frequency 
of the full EPP assembly 

Mode analysis from the model without port extension and VV sector but fixed boundary 
condition at the port plug rear flange has also been performed to compare the mode shapes 
and natural frequencies with that from the model with the port extension and VV sector. The 
results show higher natural frequencies: Toroidal and poloidal fundamental frequencies are 
50-60 Hz and radial frequency is ~150 Hz but the dominant mode shapes are similar to the 
case with port extension and VV sector shown in Figure 4-12 and 4-13. 

Results from both models also show that radial direction rotation mode (mode 10 of 114 Hz in 
the model with fixed displacement at back flange and mode 8 of 80 Hz) is also important as it 
may resonate (participate significantly) with the dominant radial moment of the EM disruption 
loads. 
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4.3 Dynamic Effects

Two dynamic effects should be included in validating DFW design. The first is the dynamic 
amplification due to transient EM load during plasma disruptions or VDEs induced on the port 
plug and its internal components. The second is the dynamic impact due to VV EM loads 
during VDEs.  

5 Load Transfer between DSM and PP Structure

A more balanced DSM to PP structure load transfer between the front and rear bearing pads 
is desirable since this will prevent large distortion of the PP structure and reduce any dynamic 
impact on the diagnostic components inside the DFW-DSM assembly. Figure 5-1 presents a 
comparison of reaction loads at the aluminum bronze bearing pads for a model with fixed 
displacement at the EPP back flange and the model including VV section and port extension.

 
Figure 5-1: Model with fixed displacement BC at PP structure back flange (left) and model with added VV 
and port extension, fixed at top and bottom of extension frame (right) 
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Fixed at back flange Fixed at VV extension

With VV and port 
extension, rear RBPs take 
up more loads!

Original
Bottom Fx Fy Fz Sum
front, 1 -43,016 -390,700 -21,653 393,660

2 -4 159 -376 408
3 -53,808 -269,850 -5,854 275,220
4 1,556 284 1,245 2,013
5 -65,255 -206,200 -5,618 216,360
6 -6,846 30,966 5,265 32,148

Front --> -835,341
Rear, 1 -17,350 -179,260 -18,913 181,090

2 99 -272 -367 467
3 -72,888 -457,950 -5,289 463,740
4 728 498 -706 1,130
5 -128,730 -528,070 100,530 552,750
6 842 434 -525 1,083

Rear --> -1,164,620
Top
front, 1 76 -95 537 551

2 -69,353 391,860 -12,512 398,150
3 1,486 -243 -747 1,681
4 -53,685 224,870 -18,486 231,930
5 1,662 -369 -312 1,730
6 -33,067 258,640 46,995 264,950

Front --> 874,663
Rear, 1 -60 112 1,972 1,976

2 -51,932 344,730 -17,451 349,050
3 767 -408 1,123 1,420
4 -83,986 428,080 -58,555 440,160
5 749 -394 1,009 1,317
6 -52,132 407,270 43,203 412,860

Rear --> 1,179,390

With VV and Extension 
Bottom Fx Fy Fz Sum
front, 1 -37,806 -299,630 -29,696 303,460

2 -29 117 -397 415
3 -26,852 -136,740 -15,588 140,220
4 1,568 250 1,321 2,065
5 -39,111 -121,190 -16,346 128,390
6 -16,692 66,716 16,215 70,658

Front --> -490,477
Rear, 1 -24,676 -241,650 -26,194 244,320

2 136 -270 -535 615
3 -91,967 -563,580 -4,569 571,050
4 844 608 -912 1,384
5 -153,080 -631,640 112,030 659,510
6 939 526 -683 1,275

Rear --> -1,436,005
Top

front, 1 37 -64 376 384
2 -55,478 301,550 -2,816 306,630
3 -2,065 -13,257 -611 13,431
4 -28,502 108,940 -4,356 112,690
5 1,621 -324 -587 1,754
6 -25,027 140,470 29,351 145,670

Front --> 537,316
Rear, 1 -66 89 2,311 2,314

2 -70,384 428,880 -17,813 434,980
3 888 -456 1,549 1,842
4 -108,570 522,860 -61,110 537,490
5 882 -430 1,388 1,700
6 -59,619 483,850 49,757 490,040

Rear --> 1,434,794

  Figure 5-2: Impact of VV sector and port extension to the load transfer from DSM to PP structure. More 
EM loads are transferred to the rear bearing pads compared to the front ones with the VV section and port 

extension. US TIP DSM without rear plate was included in this EPP model.

Comparison of displacement

Fixed at back flange
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Generic EPP Model
Bottom Fx Fy Fz Sum
front, 1 27,286 311,030 54,489 316,944

2 0 0 330 330
3 21,403 340,360 -19,521 341,591
4 0 0 -131 131
5 71,914 262,460 32,705 274,092
6 7,448 -31,458 -10,227 33,907

Front --> 882,392
Rear, 1 35,636 531,460 63,397 536,413

2 0 0 94 94
3 41,612 535,800 3,131 537,423
4 0 0 -300 300
5 141,830 599,280 -41,600 617,238
6 0 0 -744 744

Rear --> 1,666,540
Top

front, 1 0 0 0 0
2 60,655 -231,050 41,539 242,464
3 0 0 0 0
4 23,343 -328,080 19,440 329,483
5 0 0 0 0
6 24,565 -332,990 -61,062 339,432

Front --> -892,120
Rear, 1 0 0 0 0

2 126,830 -605,830 107,330 628,200
3 0 0 0 0
4 26,499 -493,710 19,615 494,810
5 0 0 0 0
6 21,900 -480,260 -56,505 484,068

Rear --> -1,579,800

1
3

5

2
4 6

2
4 6

1
3

5

front

rear

front

rear

  Figure 5-3: Reaction loads on front and rear bearing pads for EM load transfer (DSM to PP structure) 
from generic model with fixed boundary displacement at EPP rear flange. Rear pads take more reaction 

loads. Remove rear DSM plate will give more balanced EM load transfer from DSM to PP structure. 
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Right plate removed
With VV and Extension No right plate

Bottom Fx Fy Fz Sum Bottom Fx Fy Fz Sum
front, 1 -37,806 -299,630 -29,696 303,460 front, 1 -96,118 -497,120 -65,016 510,480

2 -29 117 -397 415 2 1,417 514 -1,015 1,817
3 -26,852 -136,740 -15,588 140,220 3 -45,813 -609,520 -36,570 612,330
4 1,568 250 1,321 2,065 4 3,212 823 218 3,323
5 -39,111 -121,190 -16,346 128,390 5 -92,038 -640,980 49,871 649,470
6 -16,692 66,716 16,215 70,658 6 2,905 773 899 3,138

-490,477 -1,745,510
Rear, 1 -24,676 -241,650 -26,194 244,320 Rear, 1 -8,266 -39,586 -7,111 41,061

2 136 -270 -535 615 2 124 -158 -631 662
3 -91,967 -563,580 -4,569 571,050 3 -23,683 -97,291 -16,757 101,520
4 844 608 -912 1,384 4 994 9 703 1,218
5 -153,080 -631,640 112,030 659,510 5 -23,431 -97,701 -23,639 103,210
6 939 526 -683 1,275 6 1,168 -35 996 1,536

-1,436,005 -234,762
Top Top

front, 1 37 -64 376 384 front, 1 -13,336 -49,941 -5,504 51,983
2 -55,478 301,550 -2,816 306,630 2 -106,580 343,960 -25,498 361,000
3 -2,065 -13,257 -611 13,431 3 -27,744 -133,130 -16,963 137,040
4 -28,502 108,940 -4,356 112,690 4 -105,070 520,800 -73,505 536,360
5 1,621 -324 -587 1,754 5 1,745 117 -3,058 3,523
6 -25,027 140,470 29,351 145,670 6 -111,360 488,400 -134,600 518,710

537,316 1,170,206
Rear, 1 -66 89 2,311 2,314 Rear, 1 -46,277 -173,220 -18,567 180,250

2 -70,384 428,880 -17,813 434,980 2 -140,940 357,400 20,452 384,730
3 888 -456 1,549 1,842 3 -105,050 -432,520 -67,894 450,240
4 -108,570 522,860 -61,110 537,490 4 -118,900 448,640 -68,736 469,190
5 882 -430 1,388 1,700 5 -28,475 -123,020 -2,356 126,300
6 -59,619 483,850 49,757 490,040 6 -48,148 185,730 -39,851 195,970

1,434,794 263,010

• With right plate removed, most load shift to front pads
• Displacement greatly increased

6 Stiffness Matrices and Load Vectors

Substructure analysis has been performed for the above studied models to extract stiffness 
matrices and load vectors for the DFWs and for the PP structures. With the stiffness matrices 
and load vectors, the DSM designer from any DAs will be able to perform the DSM analysis 
only for each customized port and diagnostics, without worrying about DFW and PP structure 
details.  

The second interface matrix will completely define the maximum loading from DFWs onto the 
DSM at the interface based on the feasible DSM configurations. This interface matrix will 
bound the load and deflection enforced on the DSM from DFW. The PP interface will play the 
same role as the DFW interface matrix.

6.1 Equatorial Port

The substructuring analysis has been performed to generate superelement of the equatorial 
and upper DFWs. The stiffness matrix of the equatorial and upper DFWs is generated using 
one master node per tab with 6 degrees of freedom.  The stiffness coefficient Kij in the 
stiffness matrix is the force at and in the direction of the degree of freedom i due to a unit 
displacement of degree of freedom j, with all other displacement degrees of freedom equal to 
zero.  Figure 5-1 presents the dofs and definition of stiffness matrix for the equatorial DFW 2L.  
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LFT
RHT

Stiffness Matrix Row & Column Roadmap

Row/ColumnSupport ID DOF Force
1 1 Ux Fx
2 1 Uy Fy
3 1 Uz Fz
4 1 Rotx Mx
5 1 Roty My
6 1 Rotz Mz
7 2 Ux Fx
8 2 Uy Fy
9 2 Uz Fz

10 2 Rotx Mx
11 2 Roty My
12 2 Rotz Mz
13 3 Ux Fx
14 3 Uy Fy
15 3 Uz Fz
16 3 Rotx Mx
17 3 Roty My
18 3 Rotz Mz

DFW Stiffness Matrix- One Master Node per Tab

Figure 6-1: Stiffness matrix of the equatorial 2U & 2L DFWs – symmetric for upper and lower flat DFWs
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Figure 5-2: Stiffness matrix of the equatorial 2U & 2L DFWs – symmetric for upper and lower flat DFWs

DFW2L

Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz
1.35E+08 2.36E+08 3.37E+08 2.35E+06 2.78E+07 6.30E+06
1.85E+08 2.96E+08 2.89E+08 2.39E+06 7.51E+06 2.70E+07
1.35E+08 2.35E+08 3.37E+08 2.35E+06 2.78E+07 6.27E+06

Diagonal term Kii of DFW Stiffness Matrix 

Figure 5-2 showed that the stiffness matrix for the EDFW 2L is the same as that for the DFW 
2U.  DFWs are stiffer in the poloidal and toroidal directions than that in the radial direction. 
The results also show that the DFW is more compliant to moments than that to forces.
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DSM Contact Interface Numbering

DSM Stiffness Matrix- Master Nodes at Interface

Figure 5-3: Interface master node numbering for the generic DSM
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Figure 5-4: Stiffness matrix of the equatorial 2U & 2L DFWs – symmetric for upper and lower flat DFWs

Figures 5-3 and 5-4 present the equatorial DSM-PP structure interface contacts (where 18 
master nodes were defined) and the stiffness matrix of the 10 cm plate DSM.  The results 
indicate that although the DSM is much stiffer than the flat DFWs, the front thickness shall not 
be reduced further since this will increase the tab stress to above the design limits for the tab. 
Figure 5-5 presents the implementation of the DFW superelement into the DFW-DSM-PP 
structure global model assembly for validation of the DSM design. The complete stiffness 
matrix and manual for substructure analysis will be provided upon request including steps 
needed for analysis to validate any specific DSM design.

Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz
1 2.42E+10 2.55E+10 2.59E+10 2.98E+07 6.87E+07 9.05E+07
2 2.46E+10 2.48E+10 2.55E+10 2.84E+07 6.69E+07 8.57E+07
3 1.65E+10 4.58E+09 2.39E+10 1.29E+08 6.17E+08 1.16E+08
4 1.67E+10 4.60E+09 2.40E+10 1.30E+08 6.19E+08 1.17E+08
5 1.67E+10 4.60E+09 2.40E+10 1.31E+08 6.21E+08 1.16E+08
6 1.65E+10 4.61E+09 2.39E+10 1.30E+08 6.17E+08 1.17E+08
7 3.88E+10 3.16E+10 2.86E+10 3.18E+08 2.98E+08 6.84E+08
8 4.19E+10 3.18E+10 2.88E+10 3.15E+08 2.99E+08 6.81E+08
9 2.51E+10 3.00E+10 2.27E+10 4.84E+07 1.53E+08 1.75E+08

10 2.59E+10 3.48E+10 2.65E+10 4.76E+07 1.60E+08 1.74E+08
11 2.59E+10 3.48E+10 2.64E+10 4.25E+07 1.59E+08 1.64E+08
12 2.52E+10 3.00E+10 2.27E+10 4.26E+07 1.56E+08 1.68E+08
13 2.26E+10 2.56E+10 1.88E+10 4.13E+07 1.54E+08 1.69E+08
14 2.20E+10 3.05E+10 1.96E+10 4.24E+07 1.40E+08 1.67E+08
15 2.19E+10 3.02E+10 1.93E+10 4.79E+07 1.55E+08 1.85E+08
16 2.26E+10 2.56E+10 1.88E+10 4.50E+07 1.38E+08 1.69E+08
17 3.48E+10 2.98E+10 2.40E+10 1.00E+08 9.25E+07 1.70E+08
18 3.74E+10 3.34E+10 3.10E+10 1.08E+08 9.70E+07 1.71E+08

Diagonal term Kii of DSM Stiffness Matrix 
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Super-element for Interface Stiffness 

DFW SE with stiffness and load info (but no DFW details) for DSM designer

Flat DFW/DSM/PP structure SE are generated and can be transferred to IO as 
part of DFW/DSM/PP stiffness requirement document

DSM/PP interface will be more involved due to complexity of interface  

Figure 5-5: Implementation of PP superelement into the DFW-DSM-PP assembly for DSM designer 

6.2 Upper Port

The equivalent stiffness matrix of the upper DFWs and generic DSM are generated in a similar 
fashion. The stiffness matrices and DFW superelement are available to transfer to IO and DA 
for their DSM design and analysis validation.   
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7 Conclusions and Discussions

We summarized in this report results of DFW-DSM-PP structure interface load transfer and 
the DSM stiffness parametric study for the DSM designer. The goal is to provide guidance for 
the DSM designer in terms of DFW-DSM and DSM-PP structure interface load transfer and 
the stiffness requirement for validating the design of the DFW and the PP structure.

The study showed that 10 cm thickness of front DSM (all around the front part of DSM) is 
recommended to ensure the level of EM loads on the DFW and PP structure is within their 
specific load specification document. Any other significant variation of the DSM configuration 
may impose potential EM load increase on the DFWs and therefore its DSM design should be 
validated for present design of the DFW and PP structure to meet the SDC-IC requirements.

The study also showed that un-symmetric EM load distribution on the DSM as result of un-
symmetric design configuration will cause uneven current distribution through the DFW tabs 
and thus may potentially increase stress on these tabs.   

In addition, the study also indicates large deflection of the DSM side plate for a plate with less 
than 50 mm thickness. This could be a concern for any diagnostic components mounted onto 
the DSM side plate. 

We performed a series of static structural analysis to optimize the equatorial and upper tab 
geometry with varying DSM configurations. Results show that front plate of DSM is needed for 
both current transfer and structural stiffness. Diagnostic cuts in front DSM lager than 40 by 50 
cm will need to be validated for DFW and PP interface design. In principle, the larger the 
diagnostic cut in front face of DSM, the thicker the plate (>10 cm) should be, at least for the 
front half of the DSM.  It is also recommended that the DSM design shall maintain a symmetric 
configuration in the front part of the DSM to prevent un-even eddy current and EM load 
distribution on the DFW tabs. 


